Specify SafeMesh84™ for the industry’s
safest high ventilation athletic lockers.
SUPERIOR FULLY-FRAMED ALL-WELDed LOCKERS FEATURE
Safemesh84, THE INDUSTry’s STRONGEST AND SAFEST
EXPANDED METAL
www.ListIndustries.com

RIGIDITY:

84% more steel ensures a more rigid unit

STRENGTH:

84% more steel than 3/4" style

SAFETY:

Smaller 1/2” diamond design keeps fingers out

SECURITY:

Reduces risk of loss, theft and content damage
SUPERIOR®

1/2” 13 Gauge, Flattened, Expanded Metal
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3/4” 13 Gauge, Flattened, Expanded Metal
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Galvanite™ Corrosion Resistant Sheet
Steel prevents rust and corrosion

WHAT IS GALVANNEAL?
Galvanneal is the result of the combined
processes of galvanizing (hot-dipped zinc
coating) and annealing (heat treatment).
Galvanneal does not flake off its galvanized
coating when formed, stamped, and bent.

The very fine matte finish acts like a primer
that easily adheres to paint. These
characteristics make galvannealed sheet
steel ideal for steel lockers in high humidity,
corrosion prone areas.

with our powder coat
finish after a 336 hour
salt spray test.

Common cold
rolled sheet
steel
with a 1 mil dry film
build paint thickness
after a 336 hour
salt spray test.
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AMERICA’S MOST COMPLETE LOCKER LINE

offer exceptional double protection against
corrosion, even under the most
adverse conditions. Tests indicate that
galvanneal increases the estimated
lifecycle threefold.

®

Galvanite™, is List Industries’ trade
marked name for lockers and cabinets
manufactured with galvanneal sheet
steel components and finished with an
electrostatically applied high-grade powder
coat finish. Galvanite and powder coat

Galvanite™
cold rolled
sheet steel

SUPERIOR

Ideal for use in high humidity areas, outdoor
locations, near shower, pool areas and food
industry facilities
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AMERICA’S MOST COMPLETE LOCKER LINE

ALL-STAR® fully-framed all-welded

®

open front sport locker
THE INDUSTRY’S SUPERIOR LOCKER!
Superior All-Star lockers are the industry’s most demanded sport lockers
by high school, collegiate and professional athletic programs. Since the
introduction of our All-Star locker back in 1984, we have custom designed
hundreds of variations for programs throughout the country.

The versatility of our Hollow-T framing system allows you to customize a
locker to meet your specific needs. Feel free to contact our inside sales
department at 1-800-776-1342 to discuss how we can best meet your
locker room needs.

All-Star lockers feature our exclusive Hollow-T framing system, expanded
metal sides for maximum ventilation and interlocking body components
creating a functional yet durable sports locker guaranteed in writing to
last a lifetime.

Shown with optional 12”
wide security box (upper side
is solid) and foot locker/seat

Shown with optional full width
security compartment and lower
seat/shelf

Shown with optional wallet security
box (7-1/4” wide x 9” deep x
7-1/4” High) and lower seat/shelf

Base model includes upper
hat shelf, stainless steel coat
rod and two single hooks

Locker Sizes
All-Star Sport Lockers
WIDTHS

12”, 15”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 33”, 36”

DEPTHS

12”, 16”, 18”, 22”

NOMINAL COLUMN HEIGHTS 60”, 72”, 84”
Actual locker column height is 2-3/4” over nominal column
heights shown for 60” and 72” models. 84” high models will be
84” actual. All-Star lockers will ship in multiple column units
up to 60” wide to meet individual job site conditions.

Underside of optional foot locker
seat is reinforced to support
today’s athlete

Stainless steel coat rod for added
convenience.
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fully-framed all-welded

ATHLETIC TEAM lockerS

The Varsity

Designed with the athlete in
mind, single tier lockers are highly
recommended for varsity team
rooms. These lockers are also
excellent in combination with P.E.
Lockers (Page 6). Varsity Lockers
are engineered to withstand
excessive abuse.

The Intramural
The Jr. Varsity
Jr. Varsity double tier lockers
are ideal when budget or space
limitations apply. Double tier
lockers can be used in team
rooms as well as in P.E. rooms
in combination with P.E. Lockers
(page 6).

Intramural triple tier athletic locker
are ideal when space and/or funds
are limited. The opening height
allows clothing to hang on hooks
allowing better ventilation than
a smaller P.E. Locker. Intramural
Lockers are also ideal for use in
combination with P.E. Lockers
(page 6).

www.ListIndustries.com

ARE BUILT TO last

standard

Deep drawn stainless
steel recessed handle
with gravity lift-type
latching

standard

Our heavy-duty 13
gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2”
hinge vs. common 2”
K.D. locker style hinge

Upgrade to the Premier Series of
Team Lockers which include a 3” wide 18 gauge

OPTIONAL

3-point projecting turn-handle latching is
available for Varsity, Jr.Varsity and Intramural
Team lockers. Contact factory for turn-handle
specifications. Not available on 9” wide lockers.

full height door stiffener spot welded to the inner door face
and MIG welded to the hinge side as well as to the top and
bottom door flanges providing a rigid torque-free door. A
1-1/2” wide stiffener will be furnished for 9” wide Premier
Series Team Locker doors as well as for the 12” wide
Premier Series turn-handle doors.

All-Welded Wardrobe Locker Sizes
Single Tier

handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless
steel recessed handle. Optional projecting
3-point turn-handle is available.
latching: 11 gauge latch hooks with
riveted on bumper MIG welded to Hollow-T
frame. Gravity lift-type multi-point spring
loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high
and higher
• 2-point latching for openings 20” high
thru 36” high

WIDTHS

9”, 12”, 15”, 18”, 24”

DEPTHS

12”, 16”, 18”, 22”

NOMINAL COLUMN HEIGHTS

48”, 60” 64”, 72”

Double Tier
WIDTHS

9”, 12”, 15”, 18”, 24”

shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal hat shelf for
Varsity openings 60” and 72” high, 16 gauge
galvanneal intermediate shelves

DEPTHS

12”, 16”, 18”, 22”

OPENING HEIGHTS

24”, 30”, 32”, 36”

NOMINAL COLUMN HEIGHTS

48”, 60”, 64”, 72”

hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook
is standard. 1-double hook only for triple
tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9”
wide openings 30” and higher

Triple Tier

warranty: Lifetime
sizes: See chart for standard sizes

WIDTHS

9”, 12”, 15”, 18”, 24”

DEPTHS

12”, 16”, 18”, 22”

OPENING HEIGHTS

20”, 24”

NOMINAL COLUMN HEIGHTS

60”, 72”

Actual locker column height is 2-3/4” over nominal column
heights shown for 60” and 72” models. 84” high models will be
84” actual. Welded lockers will ship in multiple column units
up to 60” wide to meet individual job site conditions.
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doors: 14 gauge diamond perforated doors
are standard. Plain, louvered and SecurityPlus door styles are available

hinges: Heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle
3-1/2” hinges:
• 3-hinges per opening 48” high and
higher
• 2-hinges per opening 20” high thru 36”
high

®

body construction: Fully-framed allwelded Hollow-T construction, 13 gauge
1/2” fully-framed flattened expanded metal
sides, 16 gauge continuous top, 18 gauge
solid back, 16 gauge galvanneal bottom

SUPERIOR

Features
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Maximize youR space
Gym Class 9E (6:1 Ratio)

fully-framed all-welded

ATHLETIC P.E. LOCKERS
Superior P.E. lockers are the perfect solution
when locker room space is at a premium.
®

Heavy gauge fully-framed all-welded construction combined with modern
features and the design flexibility of our Hollow-T framing system allows you
to customize a locker room environment which is user friendly and maximizes
space. Innovative solutions like our Gym Class 9E locker configurations are
the result of listening to the needs of coaches and P.E. instructors for more
than 60 years.

This unit is a favorite among
architects, coaches and physical
education instructors across the
country. Superior Gym Class 9E
lockers accommodate 12 students
in a compact three lineal feet of
space utilizing the popular 6:1
ratio replacing the typical “626”
combination. The benefit is that each
gym locker where physical education
clothing is stored is a full 18” wide x
8” high. Each wardrobe locker where
height is needed for hanging school
clothing is 9” wide x 48” high.
Standard Gym Class 9E unit size is
36 - 3/8” wide x (12”, 16”, 18”, 22”)
deep x 74-3/4” high actual
Gym Class Locker Units

Side hinged doors are
standard for 15” and 18”
high, optional for doors
12” high and under
(see notes)

Typical Units

VS.

All gym doors
shown with optional
padlock strike plates
which protect finish
from being marred
by padlock

• Maximizes ventilation for clothing and shoes
• Increases shelf space by 50%
• Adds 12” in height to wardrobe opening
• One gym locker at unit bottom in lieu of two
• 3 latch points and 3 hinges per wardrobe door instead of 2

Features
Deep drawn stainless steel
recessed handle with singlepoint latching is optional on
side hinged
gym doors

Top hinged doors are standard
for doors 12” high and under
and include spring bolt latching

Standard P.E. Locker Sizes
Widths for all gym locker openings 12”, 15”, 18”
Depths for all gym locker openings 12”, 16”, 18”, 22”
Opening Hieghts

Nominal Column Heights

Four Tier

8”, 9”, 12”, 15”, 18”

32”, 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”

Five Tier

12”, (4) 15” & (1) 12”

60”, 72”

Six Tier

8”, 10”, 12”

48”, 60”, 72”

Seven Tier

(6) 10” & (1) 12”

72”

Eight Tier

8”, 9”

64”, 72”

Nine Tier

8”

72”

Actual column height is 2-3/4” over nominal height.
Please note that the actual units supplied will be fabricated to meet
layout and job conditions in standard width units up to 60” wide

doors: 14 gauge diamond perforated doors are standard.
Louvered, Security-Plus and plain door styles are available. Doors
12” high and under are standard with top hinge. Doors 15” and 18”
high are standard with side hinge.
handle/latching: Top hinge doors have a projecting spring
loaded heavy-duty latch/handle with integral padlock lug. Side
hinge doors have a single-point thru-the-door projecting finger
pull handle with padlock hasp. Optional deep-drawn seamless
stainless steel recessed handle is available in side hinged gym
doors only and will utilize our Marquis style thru-the-handle singlepoint no moving parts latching and include two 13 gauge 7-knuckle
3-1/2” hinges

All-Welded Box Locker Sizes

Tier

body construction: Fully-framed all-welded Hollow-T
construction, 13 gauge 1/2” fully-framed flattened expanded metal
sides, 16 gauge continuous top, 18 gauge solid back, 16 gauge
galvanneal bottom

4
Tier
to
9
Tier

hinges: Top hinge doors use a concealed 3/16” continuous rod.
Side hinge doors use two heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2”
hinges. Optional side hinged doors 8” and
9” high will have special hinges
hooks: None
shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal intermediate shelves
warranty: Lifetime
sizes: See chart for standard sizes
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Features

equipment manager™
lockers

The Equipment Manager is a fully-framed, allwelded locker that is the secure answer to your
storage needs. Ideal for military gear storage.

DOORS: 14 gauge diamond perforated doors with 18 gauge fullheight door stiffener for both doors is standard. Louvered, SecurityPlus and plain door styles are available
HANDLE: 3-point turn-handle latching
shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal upper shelf located 12” down from
top, 16 gauge galvanneal lower shelf located 18” up from bottom
and 16 gauge galvanneal bottom shelf
hinges: Heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2” hinges
sizes: See below for locker sizes
accessories: Stainless steel coat rod located under upper shelf
warranty: Lifetime

Locker Sizes
Standard P.E. Locker Sizes

3-point turn-handle
latching

WIDTHS

24”, 30”, 36”, 42”,48”

DEPTHS

12”, 16”, 18”, 22”, 24”

HEIGHTS

60”, 72”, 84”

www.ListIndustries.com

ta-50 fully-framed all-welded

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Fully-framed all-welded construction, 13
gauge 1/2” fully-framed flattened expanded metal sides, 16 gauge
top and 18 gauge solid back, 16 gauge galvanneal bottom. Optional
solid sides are available.

Actual locker column height is 2-3/4” over nominal column heights
shown for 60” and 72” models. 84” high model will be 84” actual.
Equipment Manager lockers will ship in multiple column units up
to 60” wide to meet individual job site conditions.

marquis® champion fully-framed all-welded

Athletic lockers

Features

This is the most rugged and
demanded athletic locker
available today!

body construction: Fully-framed all-welded Hollow-T
construction, 13 gauge 1/2” fully-framed flattened expanded metal
sides, 16 gauge continuous top, 18 gauge solid back, 16 gauge
galvanneal bottom
doors: 14 gauge diamond perforated doors with a full height 3”
wide 18 gauge door stiffener are standard. Plain, louvered and
Security-Plus door styles are available. All doors are side hinged
handle: Deep-drawn single-point seamless stainless steel
recessed handle
latching: Single-point maintenance-free quiet latching with 11
gauge MIG welded latch
hinges: Heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2” hinges:
• 3-hinges per opening 48” high and higher
• 2-hinges per opening 36” high and under
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1-double
hook only for triple tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9” wide
openings 30” and higher
shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal hat shelf for single tier openings
60” and 72” high, 16 gauge galvanneal intermediate shelves

sizes: See page 5 and 6 for standard sizes

Visit www.ListIndustries.com or call 800-776-1342 for our full-line catalog and specifications.
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warranty: Lifetime
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Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with single-point
latching

SUPERIOR

Marquis Champion Lockers include a 3” wide 18 gauge full height
door stiffener spot welded to the inner door face and MIG welded
to the hinge side as well as to the top and bottom door flanges
providing a rigid torque-free door. A 1-1/2” wide stiffener will be
furnished for 9” wide Marquis doors.

8/6/12 1:51:38 PM
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GRADUATE™
fully-framed all-welded

Features
body construction: Fully-framed all-welded Hollow-T
construction, 18 gauge fully-framed solid sides, 16 gauge
continuous top, 18 gauge solid back, 16 gauge galvanneal bottom

CORRIDOR LOCKERS

doors: 14 gauge louvered doors are standard (Premier series
adds a 3” wide 18 gauge door stiffner). Plain, Security-Plus, SafetyView and diamond perforated door styles are available
handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless steel recessed handle
latching: 11 gauge latch hooks with riveted on bumper MIG
welded to Hollow-T frame. Gravity lift-type multi-point spring
loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high and higher
• 2-point latching for openings 20” high thru 36” high
hinges: Heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2” hinges:
• 3-hinges per opening 48” high and higher
• 2-hinges per opening 20” high thru 36” high

Upgrade to Premier Series
Graduate Lockers which
include a 3” wide 18 gauge full
height door stiffener spot welded
to the inner door face and MIG
welded to the hinge side as well
as to the top and bottom door
flanges providing a rigid torquefree door. A 1-1/2” wide stiffener
will be furnished for 9” wide
Premier Series doors.

Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with gravity
lift-type latching

shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal hat shelf for single tier openings
60” and 72” high, galvanneal intermediate shelves
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1-double
hook only for triple tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9” wide
openings 30” and higher
warranty: Lifetime
sizes: See page 5 for standard sizes

marquis® PROTECTOR fully-framed all-welded

CORRIDOR lockers

The Industry’s Toughest Corridor Locker

Features
body construction: Fully-framed all-welded Hollow-T
construction, 18 gauge fully-framed solid sides, 16 gauge
continuous top, 18 gauge solid back, 16 gauge
galvanneal bottom
doors: 14 gauge plain doors with a full height 3” wide 18 gauge
door stiffner are standard. Louvered, Security-Plus and diamond
perforated door styles are available
handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless steel recessed handle
latching: Single-point maintenance-free quiet latching with 11
gauge MIG welded latch

Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with single-point
latching

Marquis Protector
lockers include a 3” wide
18 gauge full height door
stiffener spot welded to
the inner door face and
MIG welded to the hinge
side as well as to the top
and bottom door flanges
providing a rigid torquefree door. A 1-1/2” wide
stiffener will be furnished
for 9” wide Marquis doors.

hinges: Heavy-duty 13 gauge 7-knuckle 3-1/2” hinges:
• 3-hinges per opening 48” high and higher
• 2-hinges per opening 20” high thru 36” high
shelves: 16 gauge galvanneal hat shelf for single tier openings
60” and 72” high, 16 gauge galvanneal intermediate shelves
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1-double
hook only for triple tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9” wide
openings 30” and higher
warranty: Lifetime
sizes: See page 5 for standard sizes
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Features

classmate unibody all-welded
™

corridor lockers

body construction:
body
construction:
All-welded
All-welded
unibody
unibody
construction,
construction,
16 gauge
16 gauge
solid sides integral with frame, 16 gauge continuous top, 18 gauge
solid back, 16 gauge bottom
doors: 14
14gauge
gaugelouvered
louvereddoors
doorsare
arestandard.
standard.Plain,
Plain,SecuritySecurityPlus, Safety-View and diamond perforated door styles are available
door strike: Continuous vertical door strike at both hinge and
latch side

16 gauge continuous
piano hinge

latching: 12 gauge latch hooks MIG welded to frame. Gravity lifttype multi-point spring loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high and higher
• 2-point latching for openings 20” high thru 36” high
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano hinge
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1-double
hook only for triple tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9” wide
openings 30” and higher
shelves: 16
16gauge
gaugehat
hatshelf
shelffor
forsingle
singletier
tieropenings
openings60”
60”and
and72”
72”
high, 16 gauge intermediate shelves
warranty: Lifetime

Deep drawn tainless
steel recessed
handle with gravity
lift-type latching

sizes: See
Seepage
page55and
and66for
forstandard
standardsizes
sizes. Actual unibody locker
height is the nominal height

www.ListIndustries.com

handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless steel recessed handle

Upgrade to Premier Series Classmate® lockers which
include a 3" wide 18 gauge full height door stiffener spot welded to
the inner door face and MIG welded to the hinge side as well as to
the top and bottom door flanges providing a rigid torque-free door.
A 1-1/2" wide stiffener will be furnished for 9" wide Premier doors.

marquis® booksafe® III unibody all-welded

corridor lockers

Features
body construction: All-welded unibody construction, 16 gauge
solid sides integral with frame, 16 gauge continuous top, 18 gauge
solid back, 16 gauge bottom
doors: 14 gauge plain doors with a 3” wide 18 gauge full height
door stiffener are standard. Louvered, Security-Plus and diamond
perforated door styles are available
handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless steel recessed handle
with single-point latching
door strike: Continuous vertical door strike at both hinge and
latch side
latching: Single-point maintenance-free quiet latching with 11
gauge MIG welded latch
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano hinge is standard. Heavy-duty
13 gauge 3-1/2” 7 knuckle hinges are available as an upgrade

shelves: 16 gauge hat shelf for single tier openings 60” and 72”
high, 16 gauge intermediate shelves

9
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sizes: See page 5 for standard sizes. Actual unibody locker height
is the nominal height

Visit www.ListIndustries.com or call 800-776-1342 for our full-line catalog and specifications.
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®

warranty: Lifetime

SUPERIOR

Deep drawn
stainless steel recessed
handle with single-point
latching

Marquis Booksafe III lockers
include a 3" wide 18 gauge full
height door stiffener spot welded to
the inner door face and MIG welded
to the hinge side as well as to the
top and bottom door flanges
providing a rigid torque-free door.
A 1-1/2" wide stiffener will be
furnished for 9" wide Marquis doors.

hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1-double
hook only for triple tier and 1-double and 1-single hook for 9” wide
openings 30” and higher

8/6/12 1:51:57 PM

SUPERIOR
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Features

emergency
response
unibody all-welded

performance
lockerS

 Utility belt hook

 Locking security box
 One side

pocket, to
accommodate
a 1” thick
clipboard
 Full height
piano hinge
 Full height
door stiffener
 Optional
lower storage
area with pull-out
drawer doubles as a
seat with top
Available with and
without base storage
compartment and seat

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Unibody all-welded,16 gauge solid sides,
galvanneal corrosion resistant sheet steel.
Back is 18 gauge
BODY STYLES: Single tier, designed for specialized use
FEATURES: Security box (9” x 12”) with keyed lock
DOOR: 14 gauge louvered double doors with full-height welded-in
stiffener. Security box door is not vented.
HINGES: 16 gauge continuous piano type
HANDLE: 3-point high-security turn handle latching handle
HOOKS: Two single wall hooks in wardrobe area plus single hook
in opening below security box
COAT RODS: One at vertical wardrobe section
SHELVES: 16 gauge, two full-width at top, one partial shelf above
security box
Standard Upper Unit Sizes

Standard Lower Base Sizes

WIDTHS

24”, 30”, 36”, 48”

WIDTHS

24”, 30”, 36”

DEPTHS

18”, 24”

DEPTHS

30”, 36”

HEIGHTS

72”

HEIGHTS

18”

Features

unibody all-welded

SCHOOL CUBBIE
LOCKERS
Primary
Cubbie

Primary II
Cubbie

Backpack
Cubbie

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Unibody all-welded 16 gauge steel
construction, backs are 18 gauge, bottom is galvanneal sheet steel
for maximum corrosion resistance, hemmed and beaded dividers
are safe to the touch
BODY STYLES: Open design, 4 body styles
SHELVES: 16 gauge welded to body for added rigidity with a
beaded leading edge for added safety
notes: Easily secures to wall and floor for added safety, low
installation costs, reduced installation time, low maintenance, low
life-cycle cost, lifetime warranty, insect and termite proof.
All welded cubbies will ship in multiple column units up
to 60” wide to meet individual jobsite conditions.

MODEL SIZES

10

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

Primary Cubbie

12”, 15”

12”, 16”

48”

Primary II Cubbie

12”, 15”

12”, 16”

48”

Primary Jr. Cubbie

12”, 15”

12”, 16”

24”

Backpack Cubbie

15”, 18”

12”, 16”

48”

Primary
Jr. Cubbie

Visit www.ListIndustries.com or call 800-776-1342 for our full-line catalog and specifications.
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Full Height

Half Height

Model HUE214-1
(32-9/16”w X 21”d X 84”h)

Model HUE214-2
(32-9/16”w X 21”d X 84”h)

Hanging
Uniform
Locker

Hanging
Uniform
Locker

www.ListIndustries.com

8 Person Uniform

Exchange Locker
Model HUE214-8P
(32-9/16”w X 21”d X 84”h)

SoiledUniform

Exchange
Locker
9 Person Uniform

Exchange
Locker
Model HUE454-9P
(24"w X 15"d X 84"h)

Model HUE614-1
(26”w X 21”d X 84”h)

Heavy-duty padlock
handles

(locks not included)

User doors re-inforced at
latches

Features
BODY CONSTRUCTION: 24 gauge, backs perforated for ventilation,
galvannealed bottoms
BODY STYLES: Full and half height hanging uniform lockers,
9 person folded uniform exchange lockers, 8 person hanging
uniform exchange locker, soiled uniform locker
DOOR: User doors are 20 gauge (louvered at 8 and 9 Person)
HINGES: 5 knuckle (master door)
FRAME: Master door frame is 16 gauge
LATCHING: Master Door: Multi-point with industry standard key
lock User Doors: Single-point turn latch for padlocks (locks not
included)
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notes: All uniform exchange lockers ship fully-assembled

SUPERIOR

®

COAT RODS: Standard for full and half height hanging uniform
lockers and 8-Person exchange lockers
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AMERICA’S MOST COMPLETE LOCKER LINE

Features

classic kd

body construction: Knock
down (KD) with 24 gauge solid body
components

(Doors 20” high and higher)

doors: 16 gauge louvered doors, 18
gauge for 9” wide are standard.
Security-Plus, Safety-View and
diamond perforated door styles are
available

wardrobe lockerS
Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with gravity
lift-type latching

point spring loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48”
high and higher
• 2-point latching for openings 20”
high thru 36” high
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano
hinge
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double
hook is standard. 1- double hook only
for triple tier and 1-double and 1 - single
hook for 9” wide openings 30” and higher

frame: 16 gauge frame with 16
gauge horizontal cross member
between doors on double and triple tier
wardrobe lockers

shelves: Hat shelf for single tier
openings 60” and 72” high

handle: Deep-drawn seamless
stainless steel recessed handle

UPGRADES all body
components to 16 gauge with 18
gauge back. Recommended
when placing heavy items in
lockers such as backpacks.

notes: All production KD lockers are
supplied without legs unless otherwise
specified

door strike: Continuous vertical
door strike at both hinge and latch side

warranty: 2 years

latching: 12 gauge latch hooks MIG
welded to frame. Gravity lift-type multi-

sizes: See chart below for sizes

wardrobe Locker sizes
Standard Locker SIZES

WIDTH

DEPTH

Opening Height

Frame HEIGHT

Single Tier

9” 12” 15” 18” 24”

12” 15” 18” 21” 24”

36” 48” 60” 72”

36” 48” 60” 72”

Double Tier

9” 12” 15” 18”

12” 15” 18” 21” 24”

30” 36”

60” 72”

Triple Tier

9” 12” 15”

12” 15” 18”

20” 24”

60” 72”

classic kd

Features

Box lockerS

body construction: Knock down (KD) with 24 gauge solid
body components

(Doors 18” high and higher)
Box door
single point
thru-the-door
finger pull
padlock hasp

doors: 18 gauge louvered doors are standard. Plain, SecurityPlus, Safety-View Plus and diamond perforated door styles are
available
frame: 16 gauge frame
handle: Projecting finger pull
door strike: Continuous vertical door strike at both hinge and
latch side
latching: Single-point thru-the-door finger pull padlock hasp

Optional padlock strike plates
for box doors protect finish from
being marred by padlock

hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano hinge
notes: All production KD lockers are supplied without legs
unless otherwise specified.Safety-View Plus polycarbonate doors
are available for 12” wide x 12” high
five and six tier box doors only
hooks: None

UPGRADES all body
components to 16 gauge with 18
gauge back. Recommended
when placing heavy items in
lockers such as backpacks.

warranty: 2 years
sizes: See chart below for sizes

BOX Locker sizes
Standard Locker SIZES

WIDTH

DEPTH

Opening Height

Frame HEIGHT

Four Tier

12”, 15”

12”, 15”, 18”

15”, 18”

60”, 72”

Five Tier

12”, 15”

12”, 15”, 18”

12”, 14.4”

60” 72”

Six Tier

12”, 15”

12”, 15”, 18”

12”

72”
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Specialty lockerS

Sixteen Person lockers
are the economical
solution for personal
security along with
hanging space for full
length garments. Ideal
for student & teacher
lounges, offices,
commercial and retail
establishments. 48”coat
rod and 6” legs are
standard

Duplex

Duplex lockers are the most economical full length locker
available. This locker conserves valuable floor space, yet provides
ample height for hanging full length garments. Duplex lockers
provide two completely private lockers in each frame. One
hat shelf and two single hooks are standard in each wardrobe
opening. Coat rod is optional for 18” and deeper.

Two-Person
Two-Person lockers provide ample storage space for two users in
a 15” wide space. Upper box doors are controlled by command
latches located in the corresponding lower compartment. Two
single hooks per wardrobe opening is standard. Coat rod is
optional for 18” and deeper.

4-Wide Wall Mount

Deep drawn stainless steel
recessed handle with gravity lifttype latching is standard for Duplex
and Two- Person wardrobe doors

Duplex

Wall mount Lockers provide ample
additional storage space. 48”
undermount coat rod is optional.

Standard Locker SIZES

Two-Person

Note:
 Plain, Security-Plus and diamond perferated
doors are available for all specialty lockers.
 Safety-View Plus polycarbonate doors are
available for Sixteen Person and 4 wide wall mount.

Specialty
Lockers

WIDTH

DEPTH

Two Person

15” 18”

12”, 15”, 18”, 21” N/A

60”, 72”

Duplex

15”

12”, 15”, 18”, 21” 60”, 72”

60” 72”

*Sixteen Person

72”

18”

12”

78” (with 6” legs)

4-Wide Wall Mount

48”

18”

12”

14-3/4”

standard quiet
& whisper quiet kd

wardrobe lockers

Opening Height

www.ListIndustries.com

Sixteen
Person

Frame HEIGHT

Features
body construction: Knock down (KD) with 24 gauge solid body components
doors: 16 gauge plain doors (18 gauge for 9” wide), Sound deadening panel
and vinyl coated latching for Whisper quiet lockers only
frame: 16 gauge frame with 16 gauge horizontal cross member between doors
on double and triple tier wardrobe lockers

Standard
Quiet Economy
Model

handle: Deep drawn stainless steel recessed handle
door strike: Continuous vertical door strike at both hinge and latch side

Standard Quiet
lockers are constructed
exactly like our Classic K.D.
lockers except the door is
furnished without louvers
eliminating air rush through
the door and providing quiet
operation.

latching: 12 gauge latch hooks MIG welded to frame. Gravity lift-type multipoint spring loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high and higher
• 2-point latching for openings 20” high thru 36” high
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano hinge
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard. 1- double hook only for
triple tier and 1-double and 1 - single hook for 9” wide openings 30” and higher

Sound
deadening panel is
standard on Whisper
lockers

shelves: Hat shelf for single tier openings 60” and 72” high
notes: All production KD lockers are supplied without legs unless
otherwise specified
warranty: 2 years

Visit www.ListIndustries.com or call 800-776-1342 for our full-line catalog and specifications.
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Whisper Quiet
Premium Model

Ventilated top and
bottom door flanges are
included on all Standard
Quiet and Whisper Quiet
Lockers

SUPERIOR

Standard Quiet
Economy Model

Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with gravity
lift-type latching

®

sizes: See wardrobe locker chart on page 12 for sizes

UPGRADES all body
components to 16 gauge with 18
gauge back. Recommended
when placing heavy items in
lockers such as backpacks.
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SUPERIOR
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heavy-duty
corridor (HDC) kd

Features

wardrobe lockers
UPGRADES all body
components to 16 gauge with 18
gauge back. Recommended
when placing heavy items in
lockers such as backpacks.

Deep drawn stainless steel
recessed handle with gravity
lift-type latching

body construction: Knock down (KD)
with 24 gauge solid body components
doors: 14 gauge louvered doors are
standard. Plain, Security-Plus, SafetyView and diamond perforated door styles
are available

• 2-point latching for openings 20” high
thru 36” high
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano
hinge

frame: 16 gauge frame with 16 gauge
horizontal cross member between doors
on double and triple tier wardrobe lockers

hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double
hook is standard. 1- double hook only
for triple tier and 1-double and 1 - single
hook for 9” wide openings 30”
and higher

handle: Deep-drawn seamless
stainless steel recessed handle

shelves: Hat shelf for single tier
openings 60” and 72” high

door strike: Continuous vertical door
strike at both hinge and latch side

notes: All production KD lockers are
supplied without legs unless otherwise
specified

latching: 12 gauge latch hooks MIG
welded to frame. Gravity lift-type multipoint spring loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high
and higher

warranty: 2 years
sizes: See wardrobe locker chart on
page 12 for sizes

Upgrade to Premier Series HDC Corridor lockers which include a 3" wide 18 gauge
full height door stiffener spot welded to the inner door face and MIG welded to the
hinge side as well as to the top and bottom door flanges providing a rigid torque-free
door. A 1-1/2" wide stiffener will be furnished for 9" wide Premier doors.

marquis® student kd

Box lockerS
America’s first
maintenance-free
single-point locker
features no moving
parts.

Features
body construction: Knock
down (KD) with 24 gauge solid body
components

Over 25 years of
experience sets
Marquis Student
lockers above the
rest.

UPGRADES all body
components to 16 gauge with 18
gauge back. Recommended
when placing heavy items in
lockers such as backpacks.

doors: 14 gauge plain doors with 18
gauge full-height door stiffener are
standard. Louvered, Security-Plus and
diamond perforated door styles are
available
frame: 16 gauge frame with 16
gauge horizontal cross member
between doors on double and triple tier
wardrobe lockers
handle: Deep-drawn seamless
stainless steel recessed handle
door strike: Continuous vertical
door strike at both hinge and latch side
latching: Single-point maintenancefree quiet, 11 gauge latch hooks MIG
welded to frame

hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano
hinge is standard. Heavy-duty 13 gauge
3-1/2” 7-kuckle hinges are available as
an upgrade
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double
hook is standard. 1- double hook only
for triple tier and 1-double and 1 single hook for 9” wide openings 30”
and higher
shelves: Hat shelf for single tier
openings 60” and 72” high
notes: All production KD lockers are
supplied without legs unless otherwise
specified
warranty: 2 years
sizes: See wardrobe locker chart on
page 12 for sizes

Marquis Student Lockers include a 3" wide 18
gauge full height door stiffener spot welded to the
inner door face and MIG welded to the hinge side as
well as to the top and bottom door flanges providing a
rigid torque-free door. A 1-1/2" wide stiffener will be
furnished for 9" wide Marquis doors.

Deep drawn
stainless steel
recessed handle
with single-point
latching
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Features
body construction (Wardrobe & Box lockers): Knock
down (KD) with 16 gauge solid top, bottom and intermediate shelves,
16 gauge diamond perforated sides, 18 gauge solid back

wardrobe & box lockers

doors: 14 gauge diamond perforated doors are standard. Louvered,
Security-Plus and Safety-View door styles are available
frame: 16 gauge frame with 16 gauge horizontal cross member
between doors on double and triple tier wardrobe lockers
hinges: 16 gauge continuous piano hinge

uPGRADES:

door strike: Continuous vertical door strike at both hinge and
latch side

Upgrade to our Premier Series HDV
lockers which include a full height door
stiffener welded to the inner door face.
Upgrade to our Marquis Student HDV
lockers which include our single-point latching
and a full height door stiffener welded to the
door inner face.

WARDROBE LOCKERS (Doors 20” and higher):
handle: Deep-drawn seamless stainless steel recessed handle
latching: Gravity lift-type multi-point spring loaded latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48” high and higher,
• 2 point latching for openings 20” high thru 36” high
hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double hook is standard.
• 1- double hook only for triple tier and 1-double
• 1 - single hook for 9” wide openings 30” and higher
shelves: 16 gauge hat for single tier openings 60” and 72” high

box LOCKERS:

www.ListIndustries.com

heavy-duty
ventilated (HDV) kd

handle: Single-point thru-the-door finger pull padlock hasp
Deep drawn stainless steel
recessed handle with gravity
lift-type latching is standard for
HDV wardrobe doors 20” high
and higher

hooks: None
notes: All production KD lockers are supplied without legs unless
otherwise specified
warranty: 2 years
sizes: See charts on page 12 for sizes

door ventilation

options

Plain Doors
(Quiet)

Please refer to individual product pages for applicable options.

Louvered Doors
(With Door Stiffener)

Louvered Doors
(Classic)

Diamond Perforated Doors
(High Ventilation)

Diamond Perforated Doors
(With Door Stiffener)

Hybrid Red Oak Plain Door

Hybrid Red Oak Panel Door

Safety-View Doors
(See-thru Polycarbonate Insert)
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Security-Plus Doors
(Security Ventilation)

SUPERIOR

®

Safety-View Plus Box Doors
(See-thru Polycarbonate Door)
12" wide x 12" high KD Box Doors only

8/6/12 1:52:47 PM

SUPERIOR

®
®
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 All lockers ship fully-assembled
 Fabricated from furniture grade red

oak
 Strong, durable and long-lasting
 Excellent moisture resistance
 Shoulder pad storage
 3-coat lacquer finish

	Upper security box door includes

built-in combination lock
	Optional team engraved logo on

security box door
 Lower foot locker/seat allows for

storage of bulk items
 Chrome plated coat rod

Features
BODY CONSTRUCTION: Wood lockers
shall be fabricated from ¾” plain sliced
red oak plywood throughout including
sides, backs and hat shelves.
BODY STYLES: Open-front with upper
security box and footlocker
STOCK SIZES: 24” wide x 24” deep x 84”
high 30” wide x 24” deep x 84” high
finish: All locker parts to be finished
with a three coat catalyzed clear cabinet
lacquer
TRIM: Face trim, shelf valances, seat
front nosing, seat hinge support blocking
and seat side support cleats are made
from red oak lumber

SECURITY BOX DOOR: Made from red
oak lumber
HINGES: Continuous in bright brass
plating
HOOKS: Two double prong metal hooks
CLOTHES ROD: Made from KV 1-1/16”
diameter chrome plated steel, 075” wall
thickness
UPPER SHELF: Covered with Wilson-Art
7888-60 Golden Oak plastic laminate for
durability
appearance: Color: Natural red oak
warranty: 1 year

Non-stock sizes, optional wood species and
specific configurations are also available.
Please consult factory for details.

The beauty is in the details...
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Features

CL

Lockers

BODY STYLES: Single, double and triple tier
finish: All interior/front faces to be finished with a three coat
catalyzed clear cabinet lacquer or equivalent.
DOOR: Furniture grade red oak plywood, finished with 3 coats of
lacquer

www.ListIndustries.com

Club

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Wood lockers shall be fabricated from ¾”
plain sliced red oak plywood throughout including sides, backs and
hat shelves.

LATCHING: Cylinder key locks are standard
HINGES: Concealed european-style cabinet hinges
HOOKS: Two single hooks per single and double tier opening.
One double prong ceiling hook for triple tier.
COAT RODS: Standard for single and double tier
SHELVES: Hat shelf is included in single tier lockers.
LEGS: No legs
appearance: Natural red oak

Shown with optional finished end panels, base and crown molding

Available optional decorative crown molding and
base in red oak finish

Concealed european style cabinet
door hinges

Visit www.ListIndustries.com or call 800-776-1342 for our full-line catalog and specifications.
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Optional wood species and door styles are available. Doors can be prepared for key
locks, electronic locks, and padlocks. Please consult factory for details.

SUPERIOR

®

Key locks are standard
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Features

AQUAMAX HDPE
solid plastic lockers

Ideal for use in wet environments such as
shower areas, pool areas and outdoors.

Body Construction: High density (HDPE) Polyethylene plastic,
3/8” thick body panels
Doors: 1/2” thick solid HDPE plain doors with perimeter
ventilation
Handle (wardrobe ): Projecting solid plastic lift handle
Handle (box): Box doors 18” and under include a single-point
projecting padlock hasp with door pull
Latching: Full-height lift-type latching for single, double and
triple tier wardrobe lockers
Hinges: Continuous aluminum hinge is powder coated
Hooks: Two stainless steel single prong hooks in single and
double tier
Shelves : Upper hat shelf and lower shelf included in single tier
lockers 60” and 72” high
Notes : All doors prepared for use with padlock (locks not
included). Production locker body components are available in
white only.
Warranty: 20 years

Standard Sizes
WIDTH

12” 15” 18”

DEPTH

12” 15” 18”

HEIGHT

60” 72”

304
Stainless Steel Lockers
Perfect for
areas prone
to rust and
sanitation
concerns
and are ideal
for food
industry,
pool area
and outdoor
applications.

Sizes: See chart
Available in single, double, triple, four, five, six and “Z” tier
configurations..

Features
Body Construction: Knock down
(KD) with 24 gauge 304 stainless steel
body components
Doors: 16 gauge 304 stainless steel
louvered doors are standard.
Frame: 16 gauge 304 stainless steel
frame with 16 gauge horizontal cross
member between doors on double tier
wardrobe lockers
Handle (wardrobe): Deep-drawn
seamless 304 stainless steel recessed
handle
Handle (box): Projecting finger-pull
handle is standard
Door Strike: Continuous vertical
door strike at both hinge and latch side
Latching (wardrobe): 12 gauge latch
hooks MIG welded to frame. Gravity
lift-type multi-point spring loaded
latching:
• 3-point latching for openings 48”
high and higher

• 2-point latching for openings 20”
high thru 36” high
Latching (box): Single-point thruthe-door finger pull padlock hasp
Hinges: 2” long 16 gauge 5-knuckle
stainless steel hinges. 3 hinges for
doors 48” and higher and 2 for doors
under 48” high.
Hooks: 2-single hooks and 1-double
hook is standard. 1- double hook only
for triple tier and 1-double and 1 single hook for 9” wide openings 30”
and higher. No hooks in openings less
than 20” high.
Shelves : Hat shelf for single tier
openings 60” and 72” high
Notes : All production KD lockers are
supplied without legs unless otherwise
specified
Warranty: 2 years
Sizes: See wardrobe and box locker
charts on page 12 for sizes
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